R&D CAREERS AT PEPSICO

LEARN TWICE AS MUCH IN HALF THE TIME

R&D internships at PepsiCo provide you with world-class training experiences + learning opportunities, while you discover our culture and decide if a career at PepsiCo is right for you.

R&D CAREERS AT PEPSICO

YOU
BS, MS, or PhD
Degree in Engineering, Food Science, or related field

Creative

Technically minded

Results oriented

Collaborative

THE JOB
As a new campus hire, you’ll work as one of the following:

R&D Engineer designing, executing, and launching new processes

R&D Food Scientist generating new ideas, prototypes, and optimizing products and production

R&D Global Functions Specialist working in Sensory, Quality, Regulatory, Food Safety, or Statistics

THE EXPERIENCE
In your first 24 months at PepsiCo, you’ll build Critical Experiences, which may include:

Product Development

Process Development

Experimental Design + Data Analysis

Commissioning of new technology

External innovation

Sustainability Efforts

In your first 24 months at PepsiCo, you’ll build Critical Experiences, which may include:

I ENJOY USING MY ENGINEERING DEGREE TO TACKLE TOUGH PROBLEMS LIKE REDUCING THE AMOUNT OF WATER WE USE TO MAKE TORTILLA CHIPS. I HAVE TO DISCOVER AND UNDERSTAND HOW DIFFERENT PIECES OF EQUIPMENT AFFECT THE CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF A DORITOS CHIP SO THAT WE CAN INCREASE SUSTAINABILITY AND STILL KEEP THE SAME DELICIOUS TASTE AND CRUNCH!

- RENEE HALE | ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL ENGINEER AND 2015 INTERN

R&D INTERNSHIPS AT PEPSICO

THE PROGRAM
12 week internship

Locations: Plano, TX Valhalla, NY Barrington, IL

Real Projects: Work on strategic problems based on actual PepsiCo business needs, culminating with presentation to leadership team

THE OPPORTUNITIES
Executive speaker series

Charitable events

Professional networking events

Social networks to keep you connected to peers

SAMPLE PROJECTS
Product development of vegetable-based ingredients

Process evaluation of novel mixing technology

Sensory study of new product formulation with healthy ingredients

Food safety risk analysis of R&D prototypes

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE APPLY AT PepsiCoJobs.com.
Click on “Job Search,” then select “Campus (Intern/Leadership)” from the Categories drop down menu.